D&S Shredder Knives Offer Industry Leading Performance

What makes D&S shredder knives perform beyond expectations? Start with the best grades of steel available. Cut the blank shape. Choose the correct knife profile. Heat treat the blank to maximize the life of the cutting edge. Machine it to exacting tolerances. Then guarantee performance. Every D&S shredder knife is manufactured with these values.

*For just about any plastic or rubber recycling application, D&S has you covered. Send us your shredder knife requirements or, if you like, we can help design a custom solution that meets your specific needs. With well over a century of machine knife experience, D&S can assist you in reaching your desired results. Most quote requests are answered in 48 hours or less.*

We stock many steel alloys in a variety of sizes to ensure we have material to meet your specific need in the most expedient manner. We’ll quickly turn your shredding challenge into a D&S solution!

**Inventoried Material Types Include:**
- Moly-Chrome
- D2
- PGK
- and others

_Hyde Industrial Blade Solutions — Solutions You Can Count On!™_
Shredder Knives made by D&S provide longer knife life than you’ll get with the competition, which means less downtime and higher productivity!

From Columbus McKinnon to Barclay to Granutech, shredder manufacturers know that at the heart of the process is the knife. And when it comes to shredding knives, D&S is a cut above the rest.

At D&S we use only premium grade, high chrome alloy tool steel for superior overall performance. D&S Moly-Chrome knives are heat treated to provide greater toughness and longer service life. And we back this all up with ISO 9001 certification - our promise of quality and trouble-free performance!

Key features and benefits of D&S shredder knives include:

- All our shredder knives are manufactured to meet or exceed OEM specifications, including our proprietary heat-treatment process
- Our sales engineers are available to help analyze your operation, offering recommendations on how to get the most out of your shredder knives.
- And all the basics you’ve come to expect from the best - guaranteed quality, unquestioned reliability, longer knife life, outstanding service, a complete OEM inventory and rapid turnaround.

A selection of some of the more common machinery brands for which we manufacture knives include:

- Barclay
- Columbus McKinnon
- Eldan
- Granutech
- Republic
- Untha
- Vecoplan
- Weima
- Zerma

... and many others ...

Custom made blades available upon request—send us your drawing or print and let us quote your requirements. Remember, for all types of rubber and plastic recycling, a D&S blade can cut it!

Hyde Tools, Inc. is ISO9001 Registered

“We’re under constant pressure to shred, shred, shred—we can’t have downtime. D&S shredder knives are up to the task!”

Plastic Recycling Plant Manager